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1. Introduction

In wireless communication system design and network planning, ray-based deterministic approaches 

are widely employed to characterize the propagation channel (Hong et al., 2018; Yun & Iskander, 2015). 

They assume electromagnetic (EM) waves as rays that carry energy and follow the laws of propagation 

mechanisms, including line-of-sight (LoS), reflection, transmission, diffraction, and diffuse scattering. The 

trajectory of a transmitted EM wave is generated following geometrical optics (GO) rules. The ray-based 

deterministic approaches can be further classified into ray-tracing (RT) and ray-launching (RL) models. 

RT models predict the EM wave propagation given the locations of the transmitter (TX) and the receiver 

(RX). Whereas, RL models trace rays over the propagation environment without a specified RX location, 

which are more efficient for the multi-point radio frequency (RF) prediction in a wireless network (Fuschini 

et al., 2015).

As user demands increase rapidly, several millimeter-wave (mmWave) bands have been identified in the 

World Radiocommunications Conference in 2015 (WRC15) as candidate frequencies for 5G applications to 

enhance mobile radio capacity (Resolution 238, 2015). In WRC19, some of these mmWave bands have been 

agreed with 85% global harmonization, which includes 6.5 GHz in the frequency band from 37 to 43.5 GHz 

(Resolution 243, 2019). Nowadays, over 80% of data traffic takes place indoors (Cisco, n.d.). However, in 

complex indoor environments, EM waves in the mmWave bands are more vulnerable than those in conven-

tional frequency bands due to the propagation characteristics (Rappaport et al., 2013; J. Zhang et al., 2018; 

H. Zhang et al., 2020). The ray-based deterministic approaches are considered promising for RF prediction 

in indoor mmWave wireless networks (Rappaport et al., 2014). The prediction accuracy can only be validat-

ed by practical channel measurements (Jacob et al., 2012; Pascual-García et al., 2015).

In this paper, we employ an intelligent ray launching algorithm (IRLA) to conduct RF prediction in three in-

door environments, including a classroom, an office, and a corridor, at 37–41.5 GHz (Ka-band), and present 

the validation of the prediction accuracy by channel measurements (Yang et al., 2020). The IRLA was first 

proposed for fast and accurate RF prediction in urban scenarios in (Lai, Bessis, Roche, Song, et al., 2009). 

Then it was extended to indoor scenarios in (Lai et  al.,  2010,  2011). The IRLA-based simulations were 

validated by channel measurements for outdoor propagation prediction at 2.14 GHz in Lai et al.  (2012), 

indoor propagation prediction at 3.5 and 60 GHz in (Lai et al., 2010, 2011; Weng et al., 2015), outdoor to 

indoor propagation prediction at 3.5 GHz in (Xia, Lai, Villemaud, & Zhang, 2015), and indoor to outdoor 
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propagation prediction at 2.4 GHz in (Xia, Lai, & Zhang, 2015). In the previous works, validation of IR-

LA-based simulations was focused on the received signal strength. In this paper, the simulation results 

and the measurement results are compared in terms of the power delay profiles (PDPs), path loss, and 

root-mean-square (RMS) delay spreads on the measurement points in the three indoor environments. More-

over, two site-general path loss models, the close-in free space reference distance path loss model and the 

floating-intercept path loss model, are fitted from the simulated and measured path loss. The channel meas-

urements were conducted using the multi-band custom-designed frequency modulated continuous wave 

(FMCW) channel sounder extended with new RF heads to cover the frequency band from 37 to 41.5 GHz 

(Salous et al., 2016).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the propagation environments and 

the configurations of the IRLA-based simulations. Section 3 describes the measurement equipment and 

setups. In Section 4, the numerical results obtained from simulations and measurements are compared and 

discussed. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. IRLA-Based Channel Simulations

2.1. Propagation Environments

Figures 1 and 2 present the pictures and plans of the environments under measurement at Durham Uni-

versity, respectively. Descriptions of the propagation environments are as follows. (a) Classroom: as shown 

in Figure 1a, the classroom contains three rows of desks and other small objects, including chairs, a PC 

monitor, a projector, etc. It is 8.6 m in length, 7 m in width, and 2.8 m in ceiling height. There are three siz-

able exterior glass windows, which are 1.1 m above the floor, and a door, which is 1.5 m in width and 2 m in 

height. Outside the classroom is a long corridor connecting other rooms. (b) Office: as shown in Figures 1c 

and d, the office is 21 m in length, 7.4 m in width, and 2.8 m in ceiling height. There are storage cabinets, 

chairs, and desks with PC monitors. The office is divided into two separate spaces by a partition in the mid-

dle. (c) Corridor: as shown in Figure 1b, the corridor is 15.9 m in length, 1.9 m in width, and 2.8 m in ceiling 

height. A door is located at either end, which is 1.4 m in width and 2 m in height. There are laboratories and 

offices on either side of the corridor.

2.2. IRLA-Based Channel Simulations for Indoor Scenarios

To facilitate the mathematical computations, the IRLA discretizes the propagation environment into cube 

elements associated with a set of information, including the location and materials. The accuracy of the 

IRLA depends on the resolution of the environment discretization significantly. Using a high resolution 

may improve prediction accuracy but increases the time needed to conduct the simulation (Lu et al., 2019). 

Therefore, a tradeoff between the computational cost and the prediction accuracy is important for the IRLA. 

The IRLA was first presented in (Lai, Bessis, Roche, Song, et  al.,  2009) for urban scenarios, where the 

computations can be divided into three major components, (a) LoS, (b) vertical diffraction, and (c) hori-

zontal diffraction and reflection, associated with the computations of LoS rays, rooftop diffraction rays, and 

horizontal diffraction and reflection rays, respectively. The angular dispersion for discrete RL models was 

addressed in (Lai, Bessis, Roche, Kuonen, et al., 2009) to complement the IRLA. To apply the IRLA in indoor 

scenarios, it was modified accordingly in (Lai et al., 2010, 2011). The programming implementation of the 

IRLA was demonstrated in (Lai, Bessis, Kuonen, et al., 2009) based on parallel object-oriented program-

ming in C++. In this paper, the simulations were conducted in an IRLA-based RF planning tool (Ranplan 

Professional, n.d.).

To conduct the IRLA-based simulations, we first established the three-dimensional (3-D) environment 

models of the actual propagation environments, as shown in Figure 3. Main objects in the environments, 

including walls, floors, ceilings, cabinets, windows, doors, and desks, were expressed in the models, while 

other small objects, such as chairs and PC monitors, were omitted for simplification. The materials of the 

objects in the models were configured based on the measurement results in the actual environments. The 

computation resolution in the 3-D environment models was set to 0.1 m. The simulations were set for a 

maximum of five times of transmissions and five times of reflections. Diffraction was not counted for its 

effects are weak in the mmWave band (Maccartney et al., 2015).
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A network system operating in the frequency band of 37–41.5 GHz was used in the simulations. The 

RX antenna was set as an omnidirectional antenna of 1.6 m above the floor. The TX antenna was set 

as a directional antenna of 1.7  m above the floor. The radiation pattern of the directional antenna 

employed in the simulations and data analysis is shown in Figure 5, which was obtained by fitting a 

parabola to the practical radiation pattern. In the classroom and office environments, we conducted 

the simulations and channel measurements for both LoS and non-LoS (NLoS) scenarios. In the class-

room environment shown in Figure  2a, the LoS TX antenna was located in a corner with the main 

lobe pointing to the direction 45 in azimuth, while the NLoS TX antenna was located in the corridor 

outside the room with the main lobe pointing to the direction 0 in azimuth. The simulations were con-

ducted for LoS and NLoS scenarios separately. For the office environment shown in Figure 2b, the TX 

antenna was located near an interior wall with the main lobe pointing to the direction 0 in azimuth. 

Figure 1. Propagation environments. (a) Classroom. (b) Corridor. (c) Office, line-of-sight (LoS). (d) Office, non-LoS 
(NLoS).
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The LoS and NLoS measurement points were located on either side of the partition. For the corridor 

environment shown in Figure 2c, the TX antenna was located at an end of the corridor with the main 

lobe pointing to the direction 0 in azimuth. The port power of the TX antenna was set to 0 dBm in the 

three environments.

3. Measurement Equipment and Setups

3.1. Measurement Equipment

A custom-designed FMCW channel sounder at Durham University was used for the channel measurements 

(Salous et al., 2016). The sounder covers several frequency bands both below and above 6 GHz. With a 

programmable intermediate frequency from 12.5 to 18 GHz and frequency multipliers for the 25–30 GHz, 

36–42 GHz, 50–75 GHz, and 60–90 GHz bands, channel measurements can be carried out with a maximum 

bandwidth of 3 GHz, 4.5 GHz, 6 GHz, and 9 GHz in the respective bands. Due to the high transmission 

Figure 2. Plans of the propagation environments. (a) Classroom. (b) Office. (c) Corridor.
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bandwidth, a heterodyne receiver architecture is used to compress the received signal and down-convert it 

to baseband, which can then be sampled at a low rate of 40 MHz. For the current measurements, the wave-

form repetition frequency used in the measurements was 1.22 kHz and the data were analyzed with a time 

delay resolution of 1 ns.

3.2. Measurement Setups

For channel measurements, assuming reciprocity, we fixed the RX unit 

on the TX locations marked by the red dots in Figure  2, while the TX 

unit was moved onto the measurement points indicated on the traces to 

imitate the users. The descriptions of the measurement points in each 

scenario are given in Table 1. An omnidirectional antenna of 1.6 m above 

the floor with a typical gain of 5 dBi was selected as the TX antenna. 

A directional antenna of 1.7 m above the floor with a typical gain of 
10 dBi was employed as the RX antenna. The radiation pattern is shown 

in Figure 5. Both the TX and RX antennas were vertically polarized (V-

V). Figure  4 presents the pictures of the TX unit and the RX unit. All 

doors in the environments shown in Figure 1 were kept closed during the 

measurements.

Figure 3. Simplified 3-D propagation environment models (Ranplan Professional, n.d.). (a) Classroom. (b) Office. (c) 
Corridor.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Environment LoS/NLoS Measurement points
TX-RX 

separation [m]

Classroom LoS 1–70 1.7–9.6

NLoS 1–65 2.6–10.4

Office LoS 1–14 2.1–7.5

NLoS 15–32 8.8–18.9

Corridor LoS 1–25 2.0–14.0

Note. LoS, line-of-sight; NLoS, non-LoS; TX, transmitter; RX, receiver.

Table 1 
Measurement Points in the Propagation Environments
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4. Data Analysis and Results

4.1. Power Delay Profiles

The PDPs were estimated to compare the time delay and the power level of the multipath components 

(MPCs) between the simulation results and the measurement results. Figure  6 shows the PDPs for the 

measurement points in the three environments, where the simulated data were passed through a band-

limited filter with a 1-GHz bandwidth to match the property of the channel sounder used in the meas-

urements. For the MPCs with relatively high power, the simulation results show a good agreement with 

the measurement results in terms of both the relative time delay and the power level. For the MPCs with 

relatively low power, the simulations captured fewer MPCs than the measurements. The difference between 

the simulation results and the measurement results could be attributed to the following. (a) Configurations 

of the propagation mechanisms in the IRLA-based simulations. The simulations counted a maximum of 

five times of reflections and did not consider the effects of diffraction and scattering. However, the channel 

sounder could detect scattered, diffracted, and multiply reflected MPCs, which were not included in the 

simulation results. (b) Configurations of the devices and materials. The 

approximation to the radiation pattern of the antenna might induce error 

to the simulation results. The difference exists between the loss caused 

by practical construction materials and the materials defined in the 3-D 

environment models. (c) Simplified 3-D environment models. The 3-D 

environment models were simplified from the practical environments, 

which omitted the small objects, such as chairs and PC monitors. More-

over, the models were established for the target rooms, where the envi-

ronments outside the target rooms were not considered. Consequently, 

the MPCs which resulted from the omitted small objects or structures of 

other rooms could not be related to the simulation results.

4.2. Site-General Path Loss Models

Path loss refers to the ratio of the transmitted power and the received 

power, excluding the overall system gain and antenna gains. Site-gen-

eral path loss models with mathematically tractable formats provide 

practical insights into propagation channel characterization. Conven-

tionally, site-general path loss models are fitted from measured data in 

typical propagation environments and assumed to be generally valid in 

similar scenarios (Maccartney et al., 2015; Salous & Gao, 2016; J. Zhang 

Figure 4. The mmWave channel sounder. (a) transmitter (TX). (b) receiver (RX).

Figure 5. The radiation pattern of the directional antenna on the H-plane 
in dB.
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et  al.,  2014). Consequently, the measurement-based site-general models may induce considerable error 

when a target environment and the measured environment differ significantly. The IRLA-based simulation 

can be considered as an alternative way to obtain site-general path loss models, for it captures the path loss 

of the TX-RX links in a specific environment. Here we generate and compare two typical site-general mod-

els, the close-in free space reference distance path loss model and the floating-intercept path loss model, 

from measured and simulated path loss for the LoS scenarios. The obtained models could also be extended 

to similar indoor scenarios. The close-in free space reference distance path loss model and the floating-inter-

cept path loss model are referred to as the CI model and the FI model in the following, respectively.

The CI model has been widely used in studies of mmWave propagation (Maccartney et al., 2015) and adopt-

ed in the ITU standards for indoor environments (Recommendation ITU-R P.1238-10, 2019). The free space 

path loss at a reference close-in distance is taken as a physically based anchor. The CI model is given by

Figure 6. Comparison of power delay profiles (PDPs). (a and b) classroom, line-of-sight (LoS). (c and d) classroom, 
non-LoS (NLoS). (e and f) office, LoS. (g and h) office, NLoS. (i and j) corridor.
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3 10 msE c

   is the speed of light, and E f  is the carrier fre-

quency in Hz. Using 0 1E d   m, we have  0FSPL , 64.32f d   dB at 39.25 GHz. In the ITU standards (Recom-

mendation ITU-R P.1238-10, 2019, Table 2), a CI model is reported for a typical LoS office scenario in the 

38-GHz band, where the PLE 2.03E n   and the standard deviation CI 4.6   dB. Another commonly used 

site-general model is the FI model, which has been adopted in the WINNER II and 3GPP standards (3GPP 

TR 38.901 V14.1.1, 2017; Kyösti et al., 2008). It requires two parameters and does not consider a physically 

based anchor, as
FI

10PL ( )[dB] 10 log ( ) ,d d X     (3)

where  is the floating-intercept in dB,   is the slope, and FI
E X  is a zero mean Gaussian random variable with 

the standard deviation FI  in dB.

Environment PLE q  [dB] Data

CI model FI model

E n CI  [dB]   FI  [dB]

Classroom 2.71 Measurement 1.52 2.00 1.99 60.78 1.80

Simulation 1.80 1.27 1.62 65.60 1.23

Office 1.03 Measurement 1.93 1.47 2.52 60.24 0.97

Simulation 1.96 0.96 2.29 62.07 0.74

Corridor 1.72 Measurement 1.80 1.52 1.58 66.29 1.42

Simulation 1.88 0.44 1.84 64.69 0.43

Note. RMSE, root-mean-square error.

Table 2 
Site-General Path Loss Models. PLE q  Denotes the RMSE Between Simulated and Measured Data

Figure 7. Measured and simulated path loss, the fitted site-general models, and the 38-GHz ITU office model. (a) Classroom, line-of-sight (LoS). (b) Office, 
LoS. (c) Corridor.
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The CI model and the FI model were obtained from the measured and simulated path loss by minimum 

mean square error (MMSE) fitting. A noise exclusion threshold of 30 dB was considered in the generation 

of the numerical results for both simulations and measurements. Figure 7 presents the measured and simu-

lated path loss, the fitted site-general models, and the 38-GHz ITU office model. Table 2 gives the values of 

the parameters in the CI and FI models and the root-mean-square error (RMSE) between the measured and 

simulated path loss. Path loss obtained from the simulations and the measurements show similar trends 

but different values. The simulation-based models show smaller standard deviations of the shadow fading, 

that is, CI  and FI , due to the simplified environment models. As the measurements were primarily LoS, 

the estimated intercept of the FI model from the simulated data varies between 62.07 and 65.60 dB, which 

is close to the close-in free space reference value of 64.32 dB. The PLEs of the CI models obtained from both 

the simulations and the measurements are less than 2, that is the theoretical free space PLE, indicating that 

Figure 8. The cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the root-mean-square (RMS) delay spreads. (a) line-of-sight (LoS) scenarios. (b) non-LoS (NLoS) 
scenarios.

Environment LoS/NLoS DSE q Data [ ]E E   Min. Max.

Classroom LoS 3.11 Measurement 13.94 6.02 3.07 28.33

Simulation 13.29 7.16 3.22 29.24

NLoS 8.49 Measurement 18.13 6.66 4.08 30.40

Simulation 17.24 7.29 4.49 32.39

Office LoS 3.34 Measurement 8.98 6.12 3.02 22.55

Simulation 8.52 4.55 3.95 19.52

NLoS 10.05 Measurement 14.78 5.32 7.67 31.62

Simulation 7.91 4.80 1.54 16.17

Corridor LoS 3.24 Measurement 9.33 3.52 2.47 17.84

Simulation 8.06 2.62 2.82 13.18

Note. LoS, line-of-sight; NLoS, non-LoS; RMS, root-mean-square; RMSE, root-mean-square error.

Table 3 
Comparison of Mean, Standard Deviation, Minimum and Maximum Values of the RMS Delay Spreads in ns. DSE q  
Denotes the RMSE Between Simulated and Measured Data
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the propagation channel experienced constructive interference from bounce reflections in the measured 

environments. Compared with the ITU office model, the simulation-based CI model shows closer PLEs 

and standard deviations to the corresponding measurement-based models. In wireless network design, the 

simulation-based site-general models can be employed to characterize the propagation channel in a given 

indoor environment.

4.3. Root-Mean-Square Delay Spreads

The time dispersion properties of a wideband channel are characterized by the RMS delay spread, which 

is one of the fundamental parameters considered in wireless system design (Maccartney et al., 2015; Sun 

et al., 2014). The RMS delay spread is the square root of the second central moment of the PDP, as
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Figures 8a and 8b show the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the RMS delay spreads for the 

30 dB threshold below the peak over the LoS and the NLoS measurement points, respectively. Table 3 com-

pares the mean, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum values of the RMS delay spreads obtained 

from the simulation results and the measurement results. For the LoS scenarios, the differences of the mean 

RMS delay spreads are less than 2 ns and the RMSE is less than 4 ns. As shown in Figure 8b, the RMS delay 

spreads obtained from the simulated data are smaller than those generated based on the measurements 

for the NLoS scenario of the office environment. It could result from the significant simplification to the 

environment model, where multiple objects enriching the MPCs were omitted. In general, the results in-

dicate that the IRLA-based simulation can be used to describe the time dispersion properties in a realistic 

environment.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a measurement-based validation of the IRLA in three indoor environments in the Ka-

band of the mmWave spectrum. The results generated by the IRLA-based simulations were compared with 

the results of channel measurements in terms of the PDPs, path loss, and RMS delay spreads. The results 

have shown that the IRLA-based simulation can be considered as a reliable solution to predict the mmWave 

propagation channel in indoor scenarios for wireless communication system design and network planning. 

In future works, the prediction accuracy of the IRLA-based simulation will be investigated in other envi-

ronments and frequency bands.

Data Availability Statement

The data are deposited in a publicly accessible domain and can be found in the link below: https://doi.

org/10.6084/m9.figshare.14842380.
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